
 

Smallville is a TV show that aired on the WB and then on the CW, and tells the story of Clark Kent growing up to be Superman.
It has been nominated for and won many awards in its ten seasons, and it remains one of the most popular comic book shows of
all time. Season 1 begins with a meteor shower that falls to Earth; little does Clark know at first how important this shower will
become. He finds out soon enough when he meets Jonathan and Martha Kent, who take him in as their own son. Clark soon
discovers he has superpowers and tries to challenge them by jumping out of a barn, but his powers are still developing. Season 2
opens with Clark as a teenager, trying to come to terms with his growing abilities and his destiny as Earth's greatest protector.
He also befriends Lex Luthor, who reveals that he knows Clark's secret and wants to help him - but not without getting
something out of it... Season 3 begins with Clark learning to control his powers and make up for all the damage he's done over
the past two years. He adjusts well enough; however, this season also introduces Lana Lang into his life who becomes a thorn in
the side of any relationship between Clark and Lois Lane (from previous seasons). And in the second-season finale, Clark
receives an alien ship and meets a mysterious young boy with a connection to his past. Season 4 opens with the arrival of the lost
Kryptonian ship and its mysterious pilot, followed by Kal-El's return to Earth and his search for answers about his destiny. He
also grows closer with Lana Lang, which upsets Lois. Meanwhile, Chloe is forced to deal with consequences from her actions in
Season 3... Season 5 begins in Metropolis when Clark must protect a young girl from villains and criminals in order to save her
father's life in what he considers the biggest challenge of his life. He also meets Jimmy Olsen, who will become his greatest
friend and ally. Clark also grows closer to Lois Lane, who has finally moved on from the death of Jason Teague. Season 6 opens
with Clark trying to find out about the bastard son of Lex Luthor by Chloe Sullivan, but Lex is unaware of his own son's
existence. The story also involves Dr Swann's quest to find the mysterious black ship again. Meanwhile, Lana's life is turned
upside down as she discovers Clark Kent is Superman... Season 7 opens as Lana Lang leaves Smallville for good after she
marries Lex Luthor and he becomes US President. Clark continues to do what he can for humanity as a reporter at "The Daily
Planet". The show then focuses on Clark's friend and teacher Jonathan and Martha Kent, and their life after losing their son.
Season 8 opens in the third-season finale with Clark discovering his true destiny: to save the world from the prophesied
destruction. He manages to do so despite all challenges thrown at him, including a possible death at the film set of "Superman
Returns" and Lois Lane's feelings for him. He also learns that Jonathan Kent died in a plane crash. Season 8 introduces John
Schneider as the mysterious Kord Industries CEO who hires Clark, but he never tells Kent that he is Superman himself.
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